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Looking northwest over eastern portion of 
Northwest parcel 
 
 

 
Looking south west from eastern portion of 
Northwest parcel 
 
 

 
Looking west over Northeast parcel 

 
Looking west over Northeast parcel 
 
 
 

 
Looking west over San Juan Wash within 
the Northeast parcel 
 
 

 
Looking northwest over Northeast parcel 
from 36th Street and Greasewood Road 
alignment 
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Looking south along easement area / 
Greasewood Road alignment at eastern 
edge of Northeast parcel 
 

 
Looking south over South Parcel from 
Greasewood Road 
 

 
Looking east from northern portion of 
South parcel 

 
Looking west over northern portion of 
South parcel 
 
 

 
Looking south over the eastern boundary 
of South parcel 
 

 
Looking west from east boundary of South 
parcel 
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Looking west along Enchanted Hills Wash 
within the South parcel 
 
 

 
Looking east from southern area of South 
parcel 
 

 
Looking north over South parcel toward 
homes within the Paradise Mountain 
Estates subdivision 
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Zoning 
The subject property is zoned MH-1 and SR, Mobile Home and Suburban Ranch, per the City of 
Tucson Land Use Code and are also subject to the HDZ, Hillside Development Zone, and ERZ, 
Environmental Resource Zone, overlays. 
 
The MH-1 zone provides for low to medium density, residential development primarily in mobile 
home structures on individual lots and within mobile home parks.  Site-built single-family dwellings 
are also permitted as are civic, educational, recreational, and religious uses.  Residential uses typically 
require a minimum lot area of 7,000 square feet, although smaller lots could be developed under a 
“Flexible Lot Development” with an overall maximum density of 5.14 to 6.25 residences per acre and 
a maximum site coverage of 50% to 70%. 
 
The SR zone allow for very low density, large lot, single-family residential development and suburban 
ranch uses. Permitted uses also include adult care service, physical and behavioral health service, 
agricultural use, civic use, including elementary and secondary schools, religious use, commercial 
services, including day care and travelers’ accommodation, and recreation use, including golf course 
and neighborhood recreation.  Residential uses typically require a minimum lot area of 144,000 
square feet (3.31 acres) although smaller lots could be developed under a “Flexible Lot 
Development” (FLD) with an overall maximum density of 0.25 residences per acre and a maximum 
site coverage of 8%. 
 
The HDZ zone provides for the reasonable use of hillside areas and related lands while protecting the 
public health, safety, and general welfare by: 

A. Determining whether certain types of soil conditions exist, such as loose or easily eroded 
soils or rocky soils which may require blasting, and utilizing appropriate engineering 
technology to result in stable slopes during and subsequent to development. 

B. Reducing water runoff, soil erosion, and rock slides by minimizing grading and by requiring 
revegetation. 

C. Permitting intensity of development compatible with the natural characteristics of hillside 
terrain, such as degree of slope, significant landforms, soil suitability, and existing drainage 
patterns. 

D. Preserving the scenic quality of the desert and mountain environment through the retention 
of dominant peaks and ridges in their natural states. 

E. Reducing the physical impact of hillside development by encouraging innovative site and 
architectural design, minimizing grading, and requiring restoration of graded areas. 

F. Providing safe and convenient vehicular access by encouraging development on the less 
steeply sloped terrain. 

G. Promoting cost-efficient public services by encouraging development on the less steeply 
sloped terrain, thereby minimizing service extensions and utility costs and maximizing access 
for all necessary life safety services. 
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The provisions of the HDZ apply to development in the following situations: 

A. Protected Peak and Ridge Areas. Any lot or parcel containing protected peak and ridge areas 
designated for protection by the Mayor and Council, as shown on the City Zoning Maps. 

B. Slope Areas of Fifteen (15) Percent or Greater. Any lot or parcel containing slopes of fifteen 
(15) percent or greater, as shown on the HDZ Maps. Methods of analyzing slope are given in 
Development Standard 9-10.0. (Ord. No. 9967, §2, 7/1/04) 

C. Approved Subdivisions. Any recorded subdivision plat approved in compliance with the Pima 
County HDZ or the City of Tucson HDZ may be developed in compliance with the conditions 
and stipulations as approved. If the plat is resubdivided, it must comply with all provisions of 
the HDZ currently in effect. 

 
There are exceptions where the HDZ does not apply but these do not appear to be applicable in the 
case of the subject property, which will almost certainly require “land division” (subdivision) to 
facilitate future development.  Essentially, the greater the average natural cross slope for the entire 
site, the larger the lot size and lower the density and maximum grading permitted for each lot to be 
developed.  For standard lot development, the minimum lot area is 1 acre and the maximum density 
is 1 residence per acre, unless a more restrictive density is stipulated by underlying zoning.  The 
Flexible Lot Development (FLD) option is permitted in the HDZ and is intended to preserve the 
sloped areas while encouraging development on the flatter portions of a lot or parcel.  In general, 
the FLD requires the steeper areas of the site to be preserved as natural open space.  Maximum 
building heights are limited to 24 feet in the HDZ. 
 
The ERZ is an overlay zone intended to preserve and protect Tucson's natural open space resources, 
particularly the critical and sensitive wildlife habitat associated with significant washes.  These 
regulations relate to areas associated with Tucson's public lands and preserves, including Saguaro 
National Park, Coronado National Forest, and Tucson Mountain Park.  Development, compatible with 
these public resources, is allowed.  The ERZ is overlay zone specifically serves to: 

A. Recognize the social, economic, environmental, biologic, and cultural importance of 
Saguaro National Park and Tucson Mountain Park to the city of Tucson. 

B. Buffer Saguaro National Park and Tucson Mountain Park from the impacts of new 
development by allowing development which is compatible with preservation of critical 
wildlife habitat and the Park environs. 

C. Conserve certain designated washes which extend from the Parks as areas of natural and 
scenic resources and provide valuable wildlife habitat. 

D. Complement the City of Tucson Interim Watercourse Improvement Policy which provides 
for flood control, erosion mitigation, and groundwater recharge through the preservation 
of designated washes in natural and undisturbed states. 

E. Assist in implementing the General Plan policies which call for the preservation of 
Tucson's significant natural areas along designated watercourses where identified in 
adopted area and neighborhood plans. (Ord. No. 9517, §2, 2/12/01) 
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Properties that are impacted by the ERZ are shown on maps prepared by the City of Tucson.  New 
development which occurs on parcels or proposed subdivisions which include a designated ERZ 
wash will generally be subject to ERZ compliance, although some exceptions do exist.  In general, 
development in the ERZ requires preservation of critical riparian habitat.  Residential development of 
4 or more dwelling units is only allowed under the Flexible Lot Development (FLD) option.  Non-
residential development is allowed based on underlying zoning.  There are also options for a 
mitigation plan if critical riparian habitat cannot be fully preserved and there are also options for 
roadway and utility encroachment. 
 
Development of the subject property would be governed by the Tumamoc Area Plan, which is 
intended to provide land-use policy direction and design guidelines for new development within the 
plan boundaries.  The Tumamoc Area Plan covers a large area on the western edge of the City of 
Tucson and the subject parcels are within subareas 7, 8 and 13.  Subarea descriptions and guidance 
are limited but several important comments are noteworthy: 
 

Subarea 7 - impacts Northeast parcel and MH-1 zoned (eastern) portion of Northwest parcel 

 New development south of San Juan Wash should be in accordance with Residential 
Cluster (now flexible lot development) to preserve the area north of the wash. 

 Shannon Road should not be extended south across the San Juan Wash 

Subarea 8 – impacts South Parcel 

Development is discouraged from the northern edge of Enchanted Hills Wash to the 
southern border of subarea 8 and development should be clustered in the 
northeastern corner of the area 

Subarea 13 – impacts SR-zoned portion of Northwest Parcel 

Densities in this subarea should remain low due to slope and drainage constraints 
and new development should be located south of the San Juan Wash 

 

Impact on Subject Parcels 
 
The Northwest parcel is primarily zoned SR, with the eastern 21.9 acres (15% of the parcel) being 
zoned MH-1.  The parcel is fully contained within the HDZ and ERZ overlay zones.  The western 
portion includes an area of protected peaks and ridges.  The ERZ relates to the San Juan Wash, which 
traverses the parcel.  Any development would apparently have to employ the Flexible Lot 
Development (FLD) option due to the location within the ERZ.  The SR-zoned portion would appear 
to be limited to development of no more than 30 lots (0.25 dwellings per acre) while the 
development of the MH-1 portion would potentially allow higher overall density.  The DR Horton 
conceptual plan, which reflected a typical lot size of about 7,000 to 8,000 square feet, indicated 
development potential of 71 lots on the MH-1 portion.  This equates to 3.2 dwellings per acre, but it 
is unclear if it adequately addressed the ERZ, which could reduce the number of lots.  The conceptual 
plan shows lots and a roadway in the apparent location of the San Juan Wash.   
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The Northeast parcel is entirely zoned MH-1.  The parcel is fully contained within the HDZ and ERZ 
overlay zones.  There are no protected peaks and ridges.  The ERZ relates to the San Juan Wash, 
which traverses the parcel.  Any development would apparently have to employ the Flexible Lot 
Development (FLD) option due to the location within the ERZ.  Realistic development potential may 
be similar to the 37 lots (2.3 dwellings per acre) noted by the DR Horton conceptual plan, although it 
could be lower depending on ERZ requirements.  The conceptual plan shows lots and a roadway in 
the location of the San Juan Wash.   
 
The South parcel is entirely zoned MH-1.  The parcel is fully contained within the HDZ and ERZ 
overlay zones.  There are no protected peaks and ridges.  The ERZ relates to the Enchanted Hills 
Wash, which traverses the parcel.  Any development would apparently have to employ the Flexible 
Lot Development (FLD) option due to the location within the ERZ.  Realistic development potential 
may be similar to the 258 lots (2.2 dwellings per acre) noted by the DR Horton conceptual plan, 
although it could be lower.  Again, it is unclear if the conceptual plan adequately reflects the 
requirements that would be imposed by the ERZ.  The lots and roadways appear to be outside of the 
Enchanted Hills Wash but it is uncertain if adequate setbacks are provided. 
 
With respect to the overall property, 56% is zoned MH-1 and 44% is zoned SR.   
 
For the portion located north of 36th Street (Northwest and Northeast Parcels), 24% is zoned MH-1 
and 76% is zoned SR.   
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ZONING MAPS 
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TUMAMOC AREA PLAN MAP 
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Highest and Best Use 
The Highest and Best Use of a property is the reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an 
improved property that is physically possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and that 
results in the highest value. The four criteria the highest and best use must meet are legal 
permissibility, physical possibility, financial feasibility, and maximum productivity. 

Legally Permissible   
The property is zoned for low density residential uses and potential for rezoning for more intensive 
uses is considered low.  In addition to the underlying zoning, all of the parcels are subject to overlay 
zones, including hillside development and environmental resource which additional development 
constraints.  All of the parcels would likely be limited to cluster-type (flexible lot) development plans 
due to the impact of natural washes and proximity to protected peaks and ridges.  The SR portion of 
the property is limited to a maximum density of 0.25 dwellings per acre while the MH-1 zoned 
portion is probably limited to development of 2 dwelling units per acre or less.  The DR Horton 
conceptual plan indicated an effective density of 2.35 dwellings per acre for the MH-1 portion of the 
property but I do not believe that this plan reflected the probable restrictions associated with the 
overlay zones and additional development guidelines noted by the Tumamoc Area Plan.  None of the 
parcels have been subdivided to date.  The zoning issues were addressed in detail in the prior section 
but it is clear that any development of the parcels would be residential in nature and low in terms of 
density. 

Physically Possible 
The subject property is comprised of three non-contiguous parcels of vacant land with a combined 
site area of approximately 276 acres.  This includes 158 acres within two parcels located on the north 
side of 36th Street which I have identified as the Northwest and Northeast parcels.  The Northwest 
parcel totals about 142 acres while the Northeast Parcel totals about 16 acres.  The third parcel, 
which I have identified as the South parcel, comprises about 118 acres and is located on the south 
side of 36th Street.  The physical attributes of the parcels were detailed in the property description 
section of the report.  All of the parcels are significantly impacted by topographic issues, including 
natural washes.  The terrain is very steep along the western half of the Northwest parcel and includes 
an area of protected peaks and ridges; development will also be limited by the San Juan Wash, which 
is fairly minor in scale at this parcel but is nonetheless protected.  The Northeast parcel has a 
dysfunctional shape and is also impacted by the San Juan Wash.  The South parcel is impacted by 
some steep terrain on its western and southern sides but is also substantially impacted by the 
Enchanted Hills Wash, which is fairly large and much of this wash has been designated as a special 
flood hazard area.  Water an electric lines are located adjacent to the parcels within existing or 
probable future roadways, but the most probable sewer connection appears to be located about 
0.35 miles to the east of the southeast corner of the South Parcel, along 44th Street.  All of the 
brokers interviewed for this assignment also commented on the probable high cost of site 
development due to the rocky nature of the terrain.   

Financially Feasible 
Financially feasible uses are those which when developed on the site would produce a net income or 
value sufficient to support the use and yield a positive land value.  The recent statistics of Tucson’s 
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residential market are again presented below, followed by those of the West submarket (per MLS), 
where the subject property is located.   
 
Tucson Single-Family Market
Year # Sales Avg. SF Avg. Sale Price % Change Avg. Price/SF % Change DOM

2011 10,702      1,723     $156,611 -13.04% $90.89 -12.63% 103

2012 11,245      1,752     $167,787 7.14% $95.77 5.36% 70

2013 11,502      1,750     $184,523 9.97% $105.44 10.10% 63

2014 10,616      1,771     $196,987 6.75% $111.23 5.49% 76

2015 11,468      1,776     $202,568 2.83% $107.94 -2.96% 79

source: Tucson MLS   
 
West Tucson - Single-Family Market
Year # Sales Avg. SF Avg. Sale Price % Change Avg. Price/SF % Change DOM

2011 740          1,620     $137,277 $76.97 96

2012 751          1,685     $151,569 10.41% $82.73 7.48% 68

2013 781          1,624     $159,790 5.42% $136.93 65.51% 58

2014 761          1,701     $176,925 10.72% $97.03 -29.14% 78

2015 827          1,665     $177,863 0.53% $100.42 3.49% 71

source: Tucson MLS   
 

Tucson MLS Map 
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Tucson’s residential market is clearly in a growth stage although average home prices are still well 
below the $264,000 peak demonstrated in 2007.  The increase in pricing has also declined 
considerably over 2015 when compared to prior years.   
 
The West Tucson market (per MLS) includes a large area that includes various submarkets with 
different pricing trends.  The average home price in 2015 was 12% below the metro Tucson average 
and similar growth trends have also generally been demonstrated.  The West Tucson market area 
captured about 7% of the total 2015 metro Tucson sales.  New construction has been fairly limited in 
the area near the subject property, mostly limited to a few custom homes in the low density area 
adjacent west of the South parcel.  The Wildcat Pass subdivision located adjacent north of the 
Northwest parcel has had some recent construction as well, but this has been fairly limited.  The 
older subdivisions located near the subject (generally adjacent north and east of Wildcat Pass) reflect 
average pricing near $150,000, with most homes selling in the $125,000 to $160,000 range.  The 
Paradise Mountain Estates subdivision at the southwest corner of 36th Street and Greasewood Road 
(wrapped by the South parcel) has reflected pricing from about $150,000 to $175,000 over the past 
two years.  Thus, when large lot or master planned community (Starr Pass) sales are excluded, 
average pricing in the subject area is likely below the averages for the West Tucson market area 
overall.   
 
As part of my research for this assignment, I interviewed a number of local brokerage land 
specialists, including Jim Marian (the subject’s listing broker), Will White with Land Advisors, Thrac 
Paulette with Cantera Real Estate, and Carl Schroeder of Realty Executives – Tucson Elite.  All of the 
brokers are familiar with the subject property and Mr. Paulette and Mr. Schroeder were involved in 
the failed 2014 sale to DR Horton.   
 
Mr. White reported that the site is hampered by relatively low priced housing in the area coupled 
with probable high development costs due to terrain and utilities.  At an average home price of 
$175,000, a production homebuilder could only afford to pay $35,000 (20% of home price) for a 
finished lot.  Lot development costs are running $25,000 to $30,000 for lots on former agricultural 
land so development costs at the subject property would be much higher, suggesting that there is 
no value today to a building.  Mr. White felt that if DR Horton couldn’t make the deal work, other 
homebuilders would also be unlikely to make development “pencil out”.   
 
Mr. Paulette was the broker that brought DR Horton to the 2014 deal and has a very high regard for 
the property but also pointed out that it is negatively impacted by rocky terrain, natural washes, a 
positive test for radon gas, and poor quality surrounding housing to the east and northeast.  He 
believes that a builder would need to achieve an average housing price of $250,000 in order to 
consider development of site, which would probably have development costs in the mid-$40,000 per 
lot range.  With an average home price of $250,000, the finished lots would be worth $50,000 (20% 
of home price) to a builder.  While the parcels benefit from great views and access to Tucson 
Mountain Park, such pricing is probably not realistic today and may not be achievable for another 
two years.  A homebuilder would probably have to acquire the property for free to justify immediate 
development.  Given these conditions, it is unlikely that a homebuilder would acquire the property 
today.   
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Carl Schroeder was the listing broker in 2014 at the time of the DR Horton escrow and reported that 
the property is negatively impacted by the rocky terrain and lack of top soil, as well as by high radon 
gas readings.  He did not believe that residential development of the site would likely be 
economically feasible at this time, unless that land was acquired for a very low price, certainly well 
below the $15,000 per acre asking price in 2014. 
 
In October of 2014, national homebuilder DR Horton executed a contract of sale for the entire 
subject property.  This transaction was ultimately terminated during the due diligence period but I 
have been provided with a conceptual development plan that covered the 156 acres of the property 
that was zoned MH-1.  The plan included a total development of 366 lots at an effective density of 
2.35 dwellings per acre.  As noted, I believe that this may have been an optimistic, maximum density 
plan that did not fully reflect the probable restrictions of the HDZ and ERZ overlay zones or the 
Tumamoc Area Plan.  Thrac Paulette reported that there had been a change in local administration at 
DR Horton soon after escrow opened and this could have been a factor in the termination of the 
escrow.   
 
Given the legal and physical characteristics, the parcels could potentially support low-density 
residential uses; however, as noted by the discussions above, the financial feasibility of such 
development is highly questionable in the current market environment.   

Conclusions 
Based on the current economic circumstances, the insights of the brokers, and the market conditions 
summarized above, I concluded that the highest and best use of the subject property was most likely 
for speculative investment.  Given the nature of the subject property, one might also be led to 
conclude that the highest and best use could be for public ownership as natural open space.  This is 
the use the Pima County would make of the property if it were to be acquired.  Highest and best use 
is an area of uncertainty with the subject property and there is no absolute correct and supportable 
conclusion.  In any event, it does not appear that a homebuilder would represent a probable 
purchaser of the property in the near term.   
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Sales Comparison Approach 
The sales comparison approach considers comparable sales of competitive properties in order to 
develop a market value opinion of the subject property. The unit of comparison depends on land use 
economics and how buyers and sellers use the property.  The unit of comparison in this analysis is 
price per acre of land area as this is most commonly utilized for similar land with a highest and best 
use for speculative investment.  
 
I have initially analyzed the sales and completed adjustments with respect to the 118-acre South 
parcel, which is considered to offer the best overall development potential of the subject parcels.  I 
have then addressed the value of the other subject parcels. 
 

Comparable Land Sales Map 

 
 




